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 Robert “RSnake” Hansen - CEO

 SecTheory LLC
 Bespoke Boutique Internet Security

 Web Application/Browser Security

 Network/OS Security

 Advisory capacity to VCs/start-ups

 http://www.sectheory.com/

 Founded the web application security lab
 http://ha.ckers.org/ - the lab

 http://sla.ckers.org/ - the forum
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Create auto 
web-page re-
loader

Add a dose of 
social outrage

DoS turns into 
DDoS pretty 
quickly



 Low bandwidth

 Keeps sockets alive

 Only affects certain web 
servers

 Doesn’t work through load 
balancers

 Managed to work around 
accf_http



POST / HTTP/1.1\r\n

Host: spoofed.com\r\n

User-Agent:  Whatever\r\n

Content-Length: 42\r\n

X-a: b\r\n\r\n



GET / HTTP/1.1\r\n

Host: spoofed.com\r\n

User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 …\r\n

Connection: Keep-Alive\r\n

Range: bytes=0-10\r\n

X-a: b\r\n\r\n



“DoS attacks by tying up TCP connections 
are expected. Please see: 

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/trunk/mis
c/security_tips.html#dos

Regards, Joe”

 They’ve known about it for years…

 So I decide to release Slowloris in a few 
days’ time when I have a chance to clean 
up the code…  Meanwhile…



Hello, leaders of Iran. We are Anonymous.

As the eyes of the entire world hold you under close scrutiny, the eyes of the internet have taken a similar notice of your 
recent actions. While the governments of the world condemn you for your suppression of human rights, Anonymous has 
taken a particular interest in your recent attempts to censor the internet, not only for your own people, but for the citizens 
of the entire world.

Such suppression of dissent cannot go unpunished. By cutting off communication of the Iranian citizens to the rest of the 
world, you have made it clear to us that the most revered of human rights - the right to free speech - is no longer important 
to you. By seeking to silence the voice of the people in an election and subsequently seeking to silence criticism of such a 
gross cover-up, you have perpetuated the anger and rage of your people. Anonymous has therefore made it our mission to 
see to it that the voice of the Iranian people can be heard around the world.

Just like another authoritarian religious extremist group, Anonymous will tear down the walls of silence using only the 
truth - the truth that you are trying so hard to suppress by use of violence, intimidation, and fascist laws.

As your people continue to riot and to speak out against you; as you continue to beat and shoot your own citizens in the 
street; as you continue to lie to the face of the entire world; know that the internet is watching - and we do not like what we 
see.

Knowledge is free.

We are Anonymous.
We are Legion.
We do not forgive.
We do not forget.





 I release it on 
my blog and 
on Twitter

 Expecting little 
to no attention

 For the first 
few hours 
things were 
pretty quiet…







From http://iran.whyweprotest.net/



 42 pages later… 
slowloris is de-
facto turned into 
a DDoS tool



 Apache 1.x, 2.x 

 dhttpd

 GoAhead WebServer

 WebSense "block pages" (unconfirmed) 

 Trapeze Wireless Web Portal (unconfirmed) 

 Verizon's MI424-WR FIOS Cable modem 
(unconfirmed) 

 Verizon's Motorola Set-Top Box (port 8082 and 
requires auth - unconfirmed) 

 BeeWare WAF (unconfirmed) 

 Deny All WAF (unconfirmed) 













 PyLoris
 http://motomastyle.com/pyloris-a-

python-implementation-of-slowloris/

 PHP version:
 http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2009

/Jun/0207.html

 Questionable EXE version
 http://cyberwar4iran.blogspot.com/

 “Slugsend”?





 Scary to Devs:
 Use a different web server

 Scary to networking guys:
 Use a proxy that has a worker pool model

 “Use a firewall” – Inadvertent DoS?

 Scary to everyone:
 mod_antiloris

 mod_noloris

 User MPM (experimental)

 Scary, but only to Apache:
 Fix Apache so it no longer uses a single thread-per-user 

model.



 ToR

 Proxy

 _D_DoS

 Configurable 
(user agent, etc…)

 More payloads

 Etc…



 Robert Hansen
 h _at_ ckers d0t org

 http://www.sectheory.com/

 http://ha.ckers.org/

 TBD: Book – “Detecting Malice”

 XSS Book:  XSS Exploits and Defense

 ISBN: 1597491543
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